
Introducing Mortrack: The Pioneering
Decedent Management Software
Revolutionizing the Funeral Industry

LITTLETON, CO, USA, June 2, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Today,

Cairnstrack is proud to announce the

latest version of its innovative

software, Mortrack. It is designed to

streamline the decedent management

process from the place of death to the

final rest place. Mortrack is poised to

transform the funeral industry, offering

an array of features designed to

improve efficiency, transparency, and

client confidence for funeral homes,

company administrators, removal team managers, funeral directors, and removal

techs/contractors.

The Mortrack software offers key benefits that include:

Streamlined Operations Through Electronic Documentation: Mortrack leverages the power of

electronic documentation to dramatically reduce time spent on manual tasks such as filing,

searching, and copying. This efficiency leads to increased productivity and profitability, helping

businesses to make the most of their time and resources.

Increased Clarity and Visibility: The intelligent notification system in Mortrack alerts users of

pending requests, eliminating unnecessary site visits and reducing the risk of exposure. This

functionality makes Mortrack a secure and highly efficient platform for managing a decedent

case load.

Enhanced Customer Confidence: Mortrack enhances client trust by providing undeniable proof

of the loved one's journey via comprehensive documentation and tracking features. This

transparency creates a reliable system that elevates the overall client experience.

On-The-Go Transparency: The Mortrack mobile app provides real-time updates, allowing users to

stay on top of their decedent case load from anywhere, at any time. This access to critical case
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information, progress updates, and alerts ensures total transparency.

Mortrack also offers:

Accountability: Mortrack sets your team up for success by fostering consistent behavior and

aligning company values to ensure predictable outcomes. Offer your clients a best-in-class

experience from the first interaction to follow-up.

Efficient Time Management: By automating and combining manual or repetitive tasks, Mortrack

helps teams save time and focus on what truly matters, fostering the growth of successful

organizations.

Chain of Custody: Mortrack handles the chain of custody logistics, from the moment the

decedent is collected. Leave the documentation management and personal effects cataloging to

Mortrack, allowing you to focus on human interactions.

Professionalism: Mortrack enhances the perceived professionalism of your organization by

improving efficiency and demonstrating a transparent, efficient, and respectful decedent

journey.

Interested parties are encouraged to visit mortrack.com to schedule a demo, sign up for a free

trial, or learn more about how Mortrack can transform their business.

About Mortrack

Mortrack is a ground-breaking software solution designed to revolutionize decedent

management in the funeral industry. By combining technology with compassion, Mortrack

streamlines processes, enhances transparency, and increases client confidence, setting a new

standard in the decedent management process. Learn more at mortrack.com.
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